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Trans Express 500
With the flows more and more impressive of the combine
harvesters, a harvest site has quickly need of 3 or 4
tipping trailers.
For removal by truck, the harvest with some tipping trailers
must be emptied on the floor and reload with a bucket
(requires a concrete platform).
A contractor on a small farm is often limited by the ability
of farmers to evacuate the harvest.
Thanks to the Trans-Express, a simple tipping trailer will
be emptied directly into a truck.
The advantages of this system apply equally to cooperatives,
contractors or farmers.
With this system, 2 simples tipping trailers of 12-ton let you fill a truck. No more time lost on the road, and no more risk.
Positioned on one point, many farmers can use it to load some trucks.

Model behind tractor

Road approval for 130km/h (road model)
Double axles / overrun brake (road model)
Drawbar inertia (road model)
4 propstands at work
Fender / standard light (road model)

Drain pipe Ø500 mm
Automatic gear
Gearbox in 1"3/4-Z6

Removable mesh sieve
Tipping by traps or hydraulic doors
Inclined tank to avoid overflow
Flank lateral impact-resistant (optional)
BERSE version available for use with a arm

Drain height 4m90
Hydraulic folding

Driven by tractor (PTO) 80 hp (for a single trap on the trailer) to 130 hp (with automatic door), Trans Express 500 has a double liftable axle (transport).
The axle in the lower position allows the emptying of a low-rise tipping trailer or a truck.

Technical Data

T-E 500

Tank lenght (inside)
Overall Width
Height (screw cloded)
Unload height
Tank capacity
Diameter of screw
Grating inside
Shock protection
Transmission
Wheels
Brakes
Road approval

3.80 m
1.65 m
2.10 m
4.90 m
3.8 m3
Ø 500 mm
Serie
Option
Gears / Chain
195/50 R13C
Inertia
130 or 25 km/h
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Carefully to the various options can reduce the volume and
load capacity.
This brochure is designed for use worldwide. The
availability of different options or rates shown in the
photographs may vary by country.

